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THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITEDTHOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITEDTHOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITEDTHOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED    
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORTSTIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORTSTIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORTSTIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT    

Report on Race Meeting held at Report on Race Meeting held at Report on Race Meeting held at Report on Race Meeting held at NaracoorteNaracoorteNaracoorteNaracoorte    RacecourseRacecourseRacecourseRacecourse    
by the by the by the by the Naracoorte RacingNaracoorte RacingNaracoorte RacingNaracoorte Racing    Club on Club on Club on Club on TuesTuesTuesTuesday, day, day, day, 24242424    NovemberNovemberNovemberNovember    2020202020202020    

 

StewardsStewardsStewardsStewards: C. Deakin (A/Chairman), & A. Hayles (HT) (Stewards), J. Ho (F) (Cadet Steward), E. 
Tickner & K. Rayson (Deputy Stewards), Dr D. Goulding (Veterinary Surgeons). 

 

    
TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACK:  :  :  :          Soft 5 Soft 5 Soft 5 Soft 5                     (Track(Track(Track(Track    with a reasonable amount of give in it)with a reasonable amount of give in it)with a reasonable amount of give in it)with a reasonable amount of give in it)    
Upgraded to a Upgraded to a Upgraded to a Upgraded to a Good 4Good 4Good 4Good 4    at 11.25 amat 11.25 amat 11.25 amat 11.25 am                                            (Track with some give in it(Track with some give in it(Track with some give in it(Track with some give in it))))    
        
RRRRAILAILAILAIL::::    TrueTrueTrueTrue    
    
WEATHERWEATHERWEATHERWEATHER: : : : FineFineFineFine    
    
RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:RIDER CHANGES:    
    

RaceRaceRaceRace    HorseHorseHorseHorse    RiderRiderRiderRider    Replaced ByReplaced ByReplaced ByReplaced By    ReasonReasonReasonReason    
2 DISSOLVABLE D. Tourneur R. Hurdle Indisposed 
3 YOUNG LARS         “        “         “ 
3 TAKSIM GIRL Z. White J. Maund         “ 

    
------------------------------------ 

 
RACERACERACERACE 1: 1: 1: 1: REDDING ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN HANDICAPREDDING ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN HANDICAPREDDING ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN HANDICAPREDDING ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN HANDICAP    ----    1010101000 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres     
 
KEETTOMKEETTOMKEETTOMKEETTOM (P. Gatt) - inside the 800 metres was taken wider by YANKEE PRINCESS, which rolled 
out. Laid in from the 600 metres until the entrance to the straight. Laid out in the straight. 
 
L'ENFANTL'ENFANTL'ENFANTL'ENFANT (D. Caboche) – shortly after the start lost its position when tightened between SAMUI 

PRINCESS and ALLGO, which shifted out. 
 
ALLGOALLGOALLGOALLGO (L. Halliday) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and tightened the running of 
L’ENFANT. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. In the vicinity of the 800 
metres raced in restricted room for a short distance between SAMUI PRINCESS, which rolled in 

and YANKEE PRINCESS. 
 
FENCELINEFENCELINEFENCELINEFENCELINE (R. Hurdle) - rider explained the gelding never travelled throughout the event. A post-

race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
BON PEGASUSBON PEGASUSBON PEGASUSBON PEGASUS (S. Logan) - jumped away awkwardly.  
 
SAMUI PRINCESSSAMUI PRINCESSSAMUI PRINCESSSAMUI PRINCESS (K. Crowther) - rolled about under pressure in the straight. In the vicinity of the 
100 metres raced in restricted room for a short distance between ALLGO, which rolled out and 

BON PEGASUS. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
 
SUMMER SHOWSUMMER SHOWSUMMER SHOWSUMMER SHOW (S. So) - laid out under pressure in the straight. 
 
DE LA BOSSANOVADE LA BOSSANOVADE LA BOSSANOVADE LA BOSSANOVA - a late scratching at 1.06 pm by order of Stewards as it refused to proceed 
to the start. Trainer Mr J. Kenny was advised the mare would be required to proceed to the start 
without delay in two consecutive trials prior to accepting for a future race. 
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RACE 2: RACE 2: RACE 2: RACE 2: SEARS ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATESEARS ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATESEARS ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATESEARS ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE    ----    1111434343430 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres     
 
DISSOLVABLEDISSOLVABLEDISSOLVABLEDISSOLVABLE (R. Hurdle) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and passed fit to race. 
 
DR CHOCCYDR CHOCCYDR CHOCCYDR CHOCCY (J. Opperman) - jumped away awkwardly. Laid out throughout the event. Inside the 
50 metres shifted out abruptly. Rider reported the saddle slipped back on jumping away, placing 
him at a disadvantage for the remainder of the event. He added that when the gelding shifted out 
abruptly over the final 50 metres, he was unable to ride his mount out to the finish. A post-race 
veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the near foreleg. Trainer, Mr G. Lynch, 
was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race.  
  
CAPRICORN RIDGCAPRICORN RIDGCAPRICORN RIDGCAPRICORN RIDGEEEE (D. Caboche) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using 
his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. In assessing 
penalty Stewards had regard for the context of the race and that he used his whip three times 

over the final 100 metres of the event.  
 
FASHION DESIGNERFASHION DESIGNERFASHION DESIGNERFASHION DESIGNER (L. Halliday) - laid out throughout the event. Hung out in the straight. Rider 
explained that after the mare hung out rounding the home turn, it changed its action and for that 
reason she did not ride her mount out fully to the line. A post-race veterinary examination revealed 
no visible abnormalities. 
 
GARDEN PARTYGARDEN PARTYGARDEN PARTYGARDEN PARTY (S. So) - jumped away awkwardly.  
 
SAMARAS STYLESAMARAS STYLESAMARAS STYLESAMARAS STYLE (S. Logan) - slow to begin.  
 
 
RACE 3: RACE 3: RACE 3: RACE 3: MYALL PLUMBING BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAPMYALL PLUMBING BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAPMYALL PLUMBING BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAPMYALL PLUMBING BENCHMARK 62 HANDICAP    ----    2222000000 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres     
 
FRANKEL STARFRANKEL STARFRANKEL STARFRANKEL STAR (A. Jordsjo) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible 

abnormalities. 
 
CHALLICUMCHALLICUMCHALLICUMCHALLICUM (K. Crowther) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. 
 
LADY DEE DEELADY DEE DEELADY DEE DEELADY DEE DEE (S. Fawke) - stood flat footed as the start was effected. Rider explained that the 
instructions were that the mare would be slow to begin and as a consequence to allow her to 
stride in the early stages to tack onto the field and that once the mare was able to catch-up, to 

allow LADY DEE DEE to stride and take up the lead. He added that in the early stages he was able 
to adhere to the instructions and consequenlty to improve around the field from the 1300 metres 
and take the lead. Trainer Mr D. Dodson confirmed that these are the normal instructions for LADY 

DEE DEE. 
 
    
RACE 4: RACE 4: RACE 4: RACE 4: NARACOORTE REFRIGERATION BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPNARACOORTE REFRIGERATION BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPNARACOORTE REFRIGERATION BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPNARACOORTE REFRIGERATION BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAP    ---- 1010101000000 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres     
 
NEW ROMANNEW ROMANNEW ROMANNEW ROMAN (T. Voorham) - laid in, in the straight. In the vicinity of the 150 metres was 
inconvenienced by LIBERTY BLUE. 
 
LIBERTY BLUELIBERTY BLUELIBERTY BLUELIBERTY BLUE (D. Caboche) – in the vicinity of the 150 metres shifted out and away from 
WONAEAMIRRI and inconvenienced NEW ROMAN. 
 
WONAEAMIRRIWONAEAMIRRIWONAEAMIRRIWONAEAMIRRI (S. Fawke) - jumped away awkwardly and as a result was slow to begin. 
Approaching the 150 metres was obliged to shift out to obtain clear running. 
 
DEFORCEDEFORCEDEFORCEDEFORCE (J. Maund) - jumped away awkwardly.  
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RACE 5: RACE 5: RACE 5: RACE 5: DONNA’S ELECTRICAL BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPDONNA’S ELECTRICAL BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPDONNA’S ELECTRICAL BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAPDONNA’S ELECTRICAL BENCHMARK 58 HANDICAP    ---- 1111434343430 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres 0 Metres     
 
BRIGHT BELLEBRIGHT BELLEBRIGHT BELLEBRIGHT BELLE (S. So) – underwent a pre-race veterinary examination after being saddled and 
found to lame in the right hind leg. Acting on this advice Stewards declared BRIGHT BELLE to be 
a late scratching at 3. 17 pm. Trainer, Mr M. O’Leary, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of 
Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start. 
 
RAHEEBARAHEEBARAHEEBARAHEEBA (D. Caboche) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Approaching 
the 400 metres became disappointed when attempting a run between BUBBLERAP and 
BOUDIOR, which rolled in. Held up from the 400 metres to the entrance of the straight where it 
was obliged to shift wider to obtain clear running. 
 
BOUDOIRBOUDOIRBOUDOIRBOUDOIR (A. Jordsjo) - laid out from the 600 metres. Approaching the 400 metres rolled in when 
being straightened.  
 
BUBBLERAPBUBBLERAPBUBBLERAPBUBBLERAP (J. Opperman) – trainer, Mr L. Creek, advised Stewards prior to the event of a change 
in tactics in that he would instruct his rider to attempt to settle more forward in today’s event. 
Settled mid-field. 
 
STRYKER STARSTRYKER STARSTRYKER STARSTRYKER STAR - a late scratching at 8.20 am by order of Stewards as there was no suitable rider 
available. 
 
SNAPTOFSNAPTOFSNAPTOFSNAPTOF (T. Voorham) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. 
    
    
RACE 6: RACE 6: RACE 6: RACE 6: KERKHOF CONCRETE BENCHMARK 72 HANDICAPKERKHOF CONCRETE BENCHMARK 72 HANDICAPKERKHOF CONCRETE BENCHMARK 72 HANDICAPKERKHOF CONCRETE BENCHMARK 72 HANDICAP    ----    1200 Metres 1200 Metres 1200 Metres 1200 Metres     
 
STREET LIFESTREET LIFESTREET LIFESTREET LIFE (P. Gatt) - laid in, in the straight. At the entrance to the straight shifted in and 
inconvenienced GOOD THERAPY. Rider reminded of his obligations under AR131(a) and advised 
in future to only shift ground when entitled to do so. Inside the 200 metres rolled in and 

inconvenienced RHYTHMATIC. 
 
GOOD THERAPYGOOD THERAPYGOOD THERAPYGOOD THERAPY (S. Fawke) - at the entrance to the straight was obliged to be steadied to avoid 
the heels of STREET LIFE, which shifted in. 
 
MISTA HOLYFIELDMISTA HOLYFIELDMISTA HOLYFIELDMISTA HOLYFIELD (D. Caboche) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted out. 
 
CANNY MOVECANNY MOVECANNY MOVECANNY MOVE (G. O'Loughlin) - rider reported the gelding did not respond to his riding in the 
straight and was disappointing to the finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no 
visible abnormalities. 
 
L'AMARYBELLEL'AMARYBELLEL'AMARYBELLEL'AMARYBELLE (J. Opperman) - rider reported the mare did not feel comfortable in its action 
over the concluding stages. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the mare to be lame in 

the near foreleg. Trainer, Mr J. Searle, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was 
required prior to a future trial or race.  
 
 
RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: GRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAP    ---- 1111222200 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres     
 
PAINT THIS CITYPAINT THIS CITYPAINT THIS CITYPAINT THIS CITY (D. Caboche) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination as it had not raced 
for over two years and passed fit to race. 
 
CRYPTO CURRENCYCRYPTO CURRENCYCRYPTO CURRENCYCRYPTO CURRENCY (A. Jordsjo) - rolled about in the straight. Over the final 150 metres rolled 

out and contacted HASTA LA DREAMS on a number of occasions. 
 
THANASITHANASITHANASITHANASI (J. Opperman) - inside the 800 metres dipped for no apparent reason. At the entrance 
to the straight became disappointed when attempting a tight run to the inside of BARRY’S 
BROTHER, which rolled in. Shortly after shifted to the outside of BARRY’S BROTHER to obtain 
clear running and became disappointed for a run between BARRY’S BROTHER and CRYPTO 
CURRENCY, which rolled in. 
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RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: RACE 7: GRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAPGRAROCK PLUMBING CLASS TWO HANDICAP    ---- 1111222200 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres 00 Metres (cont(cont(cont(cont’’’’d)d)d)d)    
 
HASTA LA DREAMSHASTA LA DREAMSHASTA LA DREAMSHASTA LA DREAMS (P. Gatt) - laid in under pressure in the straight. Inside the 150 metres rolled 
in and contacted CRYPTO CURRENCY on a number of occasions. 
 
DIMONTE GIRLDIMONTE GIRLDIMONTE GIRLDIMONTE GIRL (T. Voorham) - laid in, in the straight. 
 
GOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLAGOOD GIRL BELLA (S. Logan) - fractious in barriers. Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination 
and passed fit to race. 
 
Correct weight was delayed to allow P. Gatt (HASTA LA DREAMS) placed second, to view the 

vison in the straight. 
 

---------------------------------------- 
 

ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (7777):):):):    
 

Race 1 – SUMMER SHOW (winner) 
Race 2 – SIR COEN (winner) 
Race 3 – CHALLICUM (winner) 
Race 4 – WONAEAMIRRI (winner) 
Race 5 – O’MIZZNA (winner) 
Race 6 – GIGGLON (winner) 
Race 7 – CRYPTO CURRENCY (winner) 
 

 ---------------------------------------- 
 
    
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

    
SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARY    

    
FINESFINESFINESFINES    

Nil 

SEVERE REPRIMANDSSEVERE REPRIMANDSSEVERE REPRIMANDSSEVERE REPRIMANDS    Nil  

REPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDSREPRIMANDS    Race 2 - D. Caboche (CAPRICORN RIDGE) -  AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - 
Whip Offence. 

SUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONSSUSPENSIONS    Nil 
HORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONSHORSE ACTIONS    Race 1 - DE LA BOSSANOVA – Suspended – Required to proceed to 

the start without delay in two consecutive trials prior to accepting for 
a future race - Pre-race behaviour. 
Race 2 – DR CHOCCY – Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required 
prior to a future trial or race start – Lame near foreleg.  
Race 5 – BRIGHT BELLE – Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required 
prior to a future trial or race – Lame off hind leg (upward fixation of 
patella). 
Race 6 – L’AMARYBELLE – Not to race – Vet Cert of Fitness required 
prior to a future trial or race – Lame near foreleg.  

ADJOURNED INQUIRIESADJOURNED INQUIRIESADJOURNED INQUIRIESADJOURNED INQUIRIES    Nil 
MEDICAL CLEARANCEMEDICAL CLEARANCEMEDICAL CLEARANCEMEDICAL CLEARANCE    Nil 


